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ABSTRACT 

 

The Korean transverse flute, taegŭm, is one of the most important musical 

instruments in Korea. It is used in most Korean musical genres, and its history is 

also one of the longest. Made of bamboo, the taegŭm has a lyrical tone color, 

and the variable pitch shading and the membrane sound are well adapted to 

express the emotion of Korean people.  

The musical genre sanjo was devised from many kinds of folk genres in 

southern Korea in the late 19th century. Many sanjo for different instruments have 

been developed at the beginning of the 20th century, and the sanjo played on 

taegŭm is called taegŭm sanjo. Sanjo is the last instrumental style created in a 

purely Korean tradition, and today it is the most popular solo melodic 

instrumental tradition in Korea. Among the various forms of sanjo music, taegŭm 

sanjo is one of the most satisfying and expressive. The version of taegŭm sanjo 

examined in this treatise is that of the prominent taegŭm player, Yi Saenggang.  

Taegŭm sanjo consists of four continuous movements each with a 

different rhythmic cycle, changdan, played by an hourglass-shaped drum, 

changgo: chinyangjo, chungjungmori, chungmori and chajinmori. From the 

slowest chinyangjo to the fastest chajinmori, the music increases in speed. Each 

movement uses various modulations by changing the central tone, and the mood 



 xi

is changed according to the modes. The resonant membrane sound and various 

ornamental techniques show the full capabilities of the taegŭm. 

The richness of taegŭm sanjo lies in its exploration of rhythmic possibilities 

and the cultivation of subtle melodic lines. The highly artistic skill of varied vibrato 

and ornamentation in this music brings out the Korean folk style. Originally 

improvisatory music, sanjo has been fixed as a piece for memorizing, and many 

versions differing in duration are used. Today, several different taegŭm sanjo 

schools exist, and new taegŭm sanjo are still being developed by masters. 

This treatise will introduce the Korean transverse flute family which 

consists of taegŭm, chunggŭm and sogŭm. The history of taegŭm and the history 

of sanjo music will be revealed, and finally the contemporary performance 

technique of the taegŭm and the analysis of taegŭm sanjo will be presented. My 

goal is to evaluate the historical significance of the representative wind 

instrument of Korea, taegŭm, and of the most famous contemporary traditional 

genre, sanjo.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 

 
In taegŭm sanjo, the unique and varied techniques of the taegŭm are well 

suited to show the distinctive Korean traditional sound. However, there has been 

little documentation in English about the taegŭm or analysis of taegŭm sanjo. 

Moreover, the famous versions of taegŭm sanjo have never been compared 

generally in a single document in English. 

This treatise has two main objectives: 1) to survey the English and Korean 

literature on the Korean transverse flute, taegŭm, and 2) to reveal the cultural 

significance of this instrument and its music, taegŭm sanjo.  

This cultural significance will be revealed by introducing the Korean 

transverse flutes, taegŭm, chunggŭm, and sogŭm in chapter I, and the history of 

the taegŭm and of sanjo music in chapter II and chapter III. Chapter IV will 

examine the contemporary performance technique of the taegŭm, and finally the 

different taegŭm sanjo schools will be discussed and Yi Saenggang�s sanjo will 

be analyzed in chapter V.  

Appendix A helps to understand the Korean traditional notation, 

chŏngganpo, and Appendix B is Yi�s taegŭm sanjo written in both Western 

musical notation and Korean musical notation. Appendix C is a glossary of the 

Korean words used in this treatise.  
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In transliterating Korean words into English spelling, the McCune-

Reischauer system of romanization is used. Korean names are written with the 

family name before the given name: for instance, Heo Jongin, in which �Heo� is 

the family name, and �Jongin� is the given name.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

KOREAN TRANSVERSE FLUTES 

 

Korean traditional instruments are categorized into string instruments, 

wind instruments and percussion instruments, and there are about 60 

instruments within these three categories. The wind instruments include both 

transverse and vertical flutes, and the largest of the native Korean transverse 

flute family is the taegŭm (Fig. 1), also known as chŏ or chŏttae. The word 

taegŭm is made of two Korean words. �Tae� means large, and �gŭm� means 

blowing instrument. The taegŭm, along with the shorter chunggŭm 

(chung=medium), and sogŭm (so=small), is made from a length of bamboo and 

first existed during Three Kingdoms Period (57 B.C.-A.D. 668). The three flutes, 

called samjuk (sam=three, juk=bamboo), are indigenous instruments and are 

similar in structure. In the most important musical treatise from the Middle Ages, 

Akhak Kwebŏm (1493), the taegŭm is described as 86.5 cm long, the chunggŭm 

as 67.8 cm long, and the sogŭm as 43 cm long. Nowadays, the length of the 

taegŭm is about 5 cm shorter.1 

 

                                                 
1 Keith Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide (Seoul: Sekwang Music Publishing Co.,  

  1988), 100. 
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The taegŭm is regarded as one of the most typical Korean instruments to  

convey the distinctive sound and emotion of Korean music.  

 

1. Taegŭm 

i) Structure and range 

 

The taegŭm has 10 holes.  

    

Figure 1. The structure of the taegŭm,  

   Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Kyobon, 195 

 

The upper end is sealed, and the lower end is open. The taegŭm has a large 

blowing hole, ch�uigu, and a membrane hole, ch�ŏnggong, covered by a resonant 

membrane made of the white film from inside a reed, and there are six finger 

holes named chigong. The last two holes at the lower end of the instrument are 

ch�ilsŏnggong, which define the sounding length of the tube. Bands of nylon or 

silk thread are wrapped around the body to add strength and decoration. 

Between the blowing hole and the first finger hole, a curved metal plate laced to 

the instrument with leather thongs protects the thin tissue-like membrane.  

In playing the taegŭm, two and half octaves are available, and several 

pitches can be produced in the same finger position by changing the angle of the 

air stream.  
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                      weak blowing                            ordinary blowing                       hard blowing 

Figure 2. The range of the taegŭm,  

The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of 

Musical Instruments in Korean Traditional Music, 30.  
 

ii) Production of the taegŭm 

The taegŭm is made with a view to the natural state of the material, 

bamboo. An ancient instrument of the taegŭm type has been preserved, though 

some modern instruments are different in size and tuning. This tells as that the 

size and scale were not exactly made according to the �directions� in the book, 

when bamboo was cut for producing an instrument. Accordingly, the suggested 

size is just a guideline, which cannot be applied to every instrument.2 

The taegŭm is made of hwangjuk (yellow bamboo), which retains a dark  

yellow color from bamboo trees, or the ssanggoljuk (double-boned bamboo), 

which has fluted sides.  

The standard taegŭm is said to comprise a length consisting of five years�  

growth and therefore has five nodes. The top end and sometimes the base of the 

instrument are cut at the nodes, leaving four central sections. The bamboo is 

straightened after heating over a flame. To hollow the instrument out as a 

cylindrical tube, a rasp is used, working from the bottom end. The top node is left 

sealed, wax being applied around the node from within the tube to ensure that no 

                                                 
2 Song Hye-jin, Korean Musical Instruments (Seoul: Yŏlhwadang, 2000), 34 
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air can escape. The standard design cuts the blowing hole into the section 

immediately below the top node and the oval membrane hole into the next 

section. Holes are initially cut small and then enlarged. Six finger holes are cut, 

three assigned to each of the remaining two central sections.3 

The membrane is taken from a reed or extracted from the inside of the 

bamboo. At one end, the outer wall is scraped away to reveal a thin layer of 

tissue inside. When this tissue is twisted between two fingers it can be gradually 

worked loose from the wall. At the other end of the bamboo a further cut is made 

and the wall peeled back. The newly exposed tissue can be extracted by pulling 

it out at this point.4 

The taegŭm is one of the most important instruments and has been widely 

used for both court music and folk music. At the end of 19th century, a new type 

of taegŭm was designed for folk music, called the sanjo taegŭm. The traditional 

taegŭm for court music then came to be called chŏngak taegŭm. The sanjo 

taegŭm tends to be about 4 inches shorter than the chŏngak taegŭm. The 

distance between the fingering holes of the sanjo taegŭm is also shorter. The 

sanjo taegŭm has one or two tuning holes according to the pitch while the 

chŏngak taegŭm always has two. Its blowing hole and fingering holes are larger 

than those of the chŏngak taegŭm, which enables greater vibrato and pitch  

shading.  

 

                                                 
3 Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide, 104 
4 Ibid., 107 
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Figure 3. The measurements of the sanjo taegŭm (above) and the chŏngak  

                taegŭm (below),  

          Chŏnpuk Torip Kugagwŏn, Taegŭm Kyobon, 29, 30 
 

 

iii) Aesthetic character of the taegŭm 

The transverse bamboo flute, taegŭm, produces sounds that express  

warm and emotional qualities. One of the most important components of the 

taegŭm is the membrane hole, ch�ŏnggong. This membrane helps to create an 

extraordinary piercing sound in a high register. A kind of raspy or buzzing sound 

quality seems to be the preferred timbre in much Korean music. 

Shigimsae or various ornamental techniques are used frequently in  

performance. The bending notes in a specific position reveal the character of 

Korean distinctive emotion. The unique vibrato technique, nonghyŏn, is also 

important to express the Korean musical feeling in combination with the 

shigimsae and bending notes.  

Owing to the exciting vibrations of the reed membrane, the taegŭm proves 
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its value particularly in solo performance. The instrument is also widely used in 

various musical ensembles, and the accompaniment of masked dance-dramas, 

songs, and dances. The taegŭm is the standard instrument used as a basis for 

the Korean tuning system. In other words, in the Korean orchestra all strings and 

winds are tuned to the B flat or E flat produced by the taegŭm.5   

 

2. Chunggŭm 

The chunggŭm or medium-sized blowing instrument (Fig. 4) is similar in  

construction to the taegŭm but slightly smaller and therefore higher in pitch. Like 

the taegŭm it has a blowing hole and six finger holes. It also has several tuning 

holes (ch�ilsŏnggong), but does not have the resonant membrane as in the 

taegŭm.  

 

 

                      

Figure 4. The structure of the chunggŭm,  

   Ch�oe Sŏngnam, Taegŭm Kyobon, 9 
 

 

The range of the chunggŭm is also two and half octaves, and it is a major 3rd 

higher than that of the taegŭm (Fig. 5).  

 

                                                 
5 Ibid., 100 
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                weak blowing    ordinary blowing            hard blowing 
 

Figure 5. The range of the chunggŭm  

The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of     

Musical Instruments in Korean Traditional Music, 30  
 

Because it does not have a membrane hole (ch�ŏnggong), the chunggŭm has a 

softer, clearer and more delicate tone than the taegŭm. As a result, the 

chunggŭm has not been highly valued in terms of its tone color and sound, and it 

is used mainly as a training instrument for young students to learn the fingering 

of the taegŭm.6 The chunggŭm was originally used to accompany vocal music 

and dance and is now almost obsolete, and the taegŭm is used in those genres. 

 

3. Sogŭm     

The sogŭm (Fig. 6) is the smallest among the Korean bamboo flutes. It 

has one blowing hole and seven fingering holes.  

 

                       

 

Figure 6. The structure of the sogŭm, 

     Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Kyobon, 195  

                                                 
6 The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of Musical Instruments in Korean  

  Traditional Music (Seoul: The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, 1998), 30 
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It does not have any tuning holes (ch�ilsŏnggong) and like the chunggŭm it does 

not have a membrane hole (ch�ŏnggong). The sogŭm is used extensively in court 

music ensembles, and it was remade with eight finger holes in 1950.7 Its range is 

an octave higher that that of the taegŭm. 

 

4. Chŏngak taegŭm and sanjo taegŭm 

As previousely mentioned, there are two kinds of taegŭm: chŏngak 

taegŭm and sanjo taegŭm. The chŏngak taegŭm is widely used in classical 

music such as court music, and the sanjo taegŭm is extensively used for folk 

music, such as accompaniment for folk dance, folk song, shaman ceremonies, 

and sanjo music. Originally, there was only one type of taegŭm used both for folk 

music and court music. However, folk music was usually a major 2nd higher than 

court music. Due to this, the sanjo taegŭm was needed for its proper 

performance. As a result, the sanjo taegŭm is slightly smaller than the chŏngak 

taegŭm. Its blowing hole is much larger, and the spaces between the finger holes 

are narrower than those of the chŏngak taegŭm. The pitch of the sanjo taegŭm is 

a major 2nd or minor 3rd higher than that of the chŏngak taegŭm.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 Keith Howard, Korean Musical Instruments, (Hong Kong; New York; Oxford University Press, 1995), 28 
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Figure 7. The sanjo taegŭm (above) and Chŏngak taegŭm (below) 

    Ch�oe Sŏngnam, Taegŭm Kyobon, 8 
 
 
 
As already mentioned, the taegŭm is one of the representative Korean  

 
instruments, and its family includes chunggŭm and sogŭm, differing in size. At  
 
the beginning of the twentieth century, the chŏngak taegŭm was differentiated  
 
from the sanjo taegŭm according to genre. The following chapter will examine  
 
the history of the taegŭm chronologically to understand its historical  
 
significance.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

HISTORY OF THE TAEGŬM 
 

 

In the historical development of Korean music, the Three Kingdoms period 

(Shilla: 57 B.C.-668 A.D., Paekche: 182 B.C.-660 A.D., Koguryŏ: 37 B.C.-668 

A.D.) and the Unified Shilla period (668-935) were ages when the active 

acceptance of foreign music was pursued most vigorously. Koreans accepted 

foreign music and usually remodeled it as their own.8  

In Korean musical history, flutes are classified into vertical and horizontal 

types. The vertical flutes were called so, changso or paeso etc., and the 

horizontal flutes were called hoengjŏk, hoengch�wi, chanjŏk or chŏk etc. 

The prototype of the taegŭm is the hoengjŏk (hoeng=transverse; -jŏk=bamboo), 

which was already in use during the fifth century in the Koguryŏ Kingdom. The 

Koguryŏ Kingdom had accepted the music from the so-called Western Region,  

encompassing central Asia and India.9 The taegŭm is a legacy of the musical 

culture of the Koguryŏ hoengjŏk, and it was one of the most important  

instruments in the Unified Shilla Kingdom. The Koguryŏ hoengjŏk was passed on  

 

                                                 
8 Song Bang-song, Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects (Seoul: Jimundang, 2000) 
9 Ibid., 130  
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to the Unified Shilla Kingdom and developed into today�s taegŭm.  

Taegŭm, chunggŭm and sogŭm share much in common with the Chinese 

di-zi.10 The di-zi has a family including bang-di, qu-di and xin-zhu-di according to  

the different size and pitch. The di-zi is also made of bamboo and has a 

membrane hole. However, it is much smaller than the taegŭm, and shaved and 

stained smoothly while the taegŭm is left in a more natural state. The di-zi�s 

finger holes, blowing hole, and membrane hole are also much smaller than those 

of the taegŭm. Some documents mention that the taegŭm was modeled on the 

Chinese di-zi imported during the Chinese Tang period (618-907). However, this 

has been denied because it was proved that the taegŭm had already existed in 

the 5th century in the Koguryŏ and Paekche kingdoms. It is believed that both 

Chinese di-zi and Korean taegŭm were influenced by the flutes of central Asia 

and developed in their own way with their own distinctive tradition.11 

For the history of Korean music, the 15th century Akhak Kwebŏm is the 

most important illustrated text. It details many aspects of musical instruments 

such as their history, method, technique, and production. This treatise introduces 

the taegŭm, chŭnggŭm, and sogŭm and illustrates them in many ways. 

Otherwise, the taegŭm is mentioned in several history books such as Samguk 

sagi (Chronicles of the Three Kingdoms, 1145), Samguk Yusa (Story of the 

Three Kingdoms, 1281-1283), Koryŏsa (History of Koryŏ, 1392), Koryŏ 

myŏnghyŏnjip (Book by Famous Writers and Buddhist Monks of Koryŏ, 13th  

                                                 
10 Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide, 109 
11 Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Chŏngak (Seoul: Hansori, 1990), 22 
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century), Sejongshillok oryeŭi (Sejong Annals concerning the Five Rites of 

Passage, 15th century), and Chŭngbomunhŏn-pigo (Revised and Enlarged 

Encyclopedia, 1770).12 Genre pictures and tomb murals also provide valuable 

historical information.   

 

1. The Three Kingdoms period: 1st-7th century 

The Hoengjŏk or hoengch�wi was already in use in the Koguryŏ kingdom 

during the fifth century, having been accepted through the Chinese Manchuria 

area from central Asia (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). The Chŏk was also in use in the 

Paekche kingdom, which received it through the southern part of China. The 

instruments are shown in the ceiling and painting of some old tombs, clay dolls 

and stone images reproduced in the book Taegŭm Chŏngak by Cho Sŏngnae.13  

 
 

                        
 
  
Figure 8. Koguryŏ Munyŏng Tomb                     Figure. 9. Tomb No. 1 at Chang-ch�uan        

  (estimated late 4
th

 or early                                     (estimated 5
th

 century),           

  5
th 

century),                                                            Ibid., 17   

  Cho Sŏngnae, 16  

                                                 
12 Song Hye-jin, Korean Musical Instruments (Seoul: Yŏlhwadang, 2000), 12 
13 Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Chŏngak (Seoul: Hansori, 1990), 20 
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The ceiling and wall painting of Tomb No. 1 at Ch�ang-ch�uan are extraordinary 

and unique in their representation of the Koguryŏ instruments in the fifth century. 

The musical instruments in the Tomb paintings are the five-stringed lute (ohyŏn 

or ohyŏn pip�a), the transverse flute (hoengjŏk or hoengch�wi), the double-reed 

pipe (p�iri or p�illyul), and the five-stringed zither (ohyŏn�gŭm or ohyŏn akki).14 

Samguk sagi (Chronicles of the Three Kingdoms) written by Kim Pushik 

(1075-1151) is the first document to mention the legendary origins of the taegŭm. 

In the chapter Akchi (Music Notes), samjuk (three bamboo flutes) and samhyŏn 

(three strings) are introduced, and recognized as the representative musical 

instruments of Shilla. The chapter Samjuk says that the chŏk is derived from 

Shilla, but that nobody knows who made the instrument. It denies that the 

instrument was modeled on a Chinese one. The length of the chŏk is 1 ch�ŏk 4 

ch�on (43.7cm), and it has 7 holes without a membrane hole, ch�ŏnggong.15  

 

2. Unified Shilla: 7th-10th century 

The music culture of the Unified Shilla period accepted the music culture 

of Paekche and Koguryŏ, and developed them anew. Achieving the unification of 

the Three Kingdoms, Shilla accepted the flute called chŏk from Paekche and the 

transverse flute called hoengjŏk from Koguryŏ. Unified Shilla developed the flutes 

into the three bamboo flutes, samjuk (sam=three; -juk=bamboo) while the twelve- 

                                                 
14 Song Bang-song , Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects, 158 
15 Cho Sŏngnae, 22 
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stringed zither (kayagŭm) of Kaya State, six-stringed zither (kŏmun�go) and five-

stringed lute (pip�a) of Koguryŏ Kingdom were also accepted as the three string 

instruments, samhyŏn (sam=three; -hyŏn=string).16 The samjuk was divided into 

taegŭm, chunggŭm and sogŭm according to the size, and the samjuk and 

samhyŏn were regarded as the representative instruments in the Unified Shilla 

Kingdom. The music culture of the Unified Shilla was able to pursue further 

development of the native Korean music known as hyangak. Many temples 

preserve pictures of taegŭm performance during this period (Figs. 10-14). Figure 

10 is the temple from the following legend on the taegŭm.  

 

 

             
 
 
Figure 10. Kamŭn Temple�s Sarigi (reliquary) (682), (left: whole, right: hoengjŏk part),  

      Ibid., 17 
 

                                                 
16 Song Bang-song, Han�guk ŭmaksa Yŏngu (Seoul: Ilchisa, 1988), 137-167 
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Figure 11. Amitabul Samjonsŏksang (estimated 637),  

(above left: chŏk, above right: hoengjŏk, down left: Saenghwang (mouth     

organ), down right: pip�a) Ibid., 19 
 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Sŏllim Temple bell (804),  

                 Ibid., 18 
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Figure 13. Shilsang Temple bell (estimated early 9
th

 century),  

                 Ibid., 19 

 

                                     

Figure 14. Pongam Temple�s tower (882),  

                 Ibid., 20 

 

The Samkuk yusa (Story of the Three Kingdoms) written by Il Yŏn (1206-

1289) is a history book including many legends and unofficial histories. The 

Manp�ashikchŏk legend is very informative about the taegŭm. After unification of 
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the Three Kingdoms by Shilla, the second king of the Unified Shilla, Shinmun, 

was warned that a mountain in the Eastern Sea was floating towards Kamŭn 

temple on May 1st 683. He was also told that his father had now become a 

dragon in order to protect the country and that General Kim Yushin, who had 

died ten years before, had returned to the world. The two spirits wished to give 

Shinmun a treasure to protect his realm. His servant also reported that the 

mountain was shaped like a turtle�s head and on its peak there grew a bamboo 

plant split into two during daylight but joined as a single shoot at night. Finally, 

Shinmun crossed to the mountain, met the dragon and was told that if he took 

the bamboo and made a flute from it, peace and happiness would rule in the 

kingdom. He did so. Thereafter, when the flute was played, enemies retreated, 

illnesses were cured, the weather was controlled and the sea remained calm. 

The title of this legend, Manp�ashikchŏk, means �flute that calms 10,000 

waves.�17 

In a succeeding legend of the Manp�ashikchŏk, King Hyoso (692-702), the 

next ruler after Shinmun, renamed the instrument Manmanp�ashikchŏk, meaning 

�flute that calms 100,000,000 waves,� The legends, Manp�ashikchŏk and 

Manmanp�ashikchŏk were from the Unified Shilla Kingdom after the unification of 

the Three kingdoms and served the political purpose of protecting the new 

kingdom.18 

 

                                                 
17 Ibid., 24-27 
18 Song Bang-song, Source Readings in Korean Music (Seoul: Korean National Commission for UNESCO,    

   1980), 17-20 
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     3. Koryŏ: 918-1392 

In the Koryŏsa (History of Koryŏ, 1392), the 70th and 71st book document 

the taegŭm in the chapters Sogak (ethnic music) and Akchi (the method of 

music). It is stated that the taegŭm, chunggŭm and sogŭm are from Shilla, and 

that the taegŭm has thirteen holes: one blowing hole (ch�wigu), one membrane 

hole (ch�ŏnggong), six finger holes (chigong), and five tuning holes 

(ch�ilsŏnggong). The chunggŭm has also thirteen holes like the taegŭm but in a 

smaller size. The taegŭm in the Koryŏ period was the standard instrument to give 

the pitch for other instruments in the orchestra, and both taegŭm and chunggŭm 

had membrane holes. The smallest bamboo flute, sogŭm, has one blowing hole 

and seven finger holes, without a membrane hole and tuning hole.  

Koryŏ Myŏnghyŏnjip (Book by Famous Writers and Buddhist Monks of 

Koryŏ, 13th century) says the taegŭm was widely played by the scholars, 

aristocrats, and monks as their hobby.19  

 

      4. Chosŏn (1393-1910) 

Akhak Kwebŏm is the most important musical treatise from the Middle 

Ages, and this treatise classifies the three transverse flutes (samjuk) as 

indigenous to Korea and confirms their use within the Shilla samjuk ensemble.20  

Its discussion of the taegŭm is reproduced in Figure 15. 

                                                 
19 Cho Sŏngnae, 30 
20 Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide, 102 
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Figure 15. The taegŭm in Akhak Kwebŏm, Ibid., 31 

 

The description of the taegŭm in Akhak kwebŏm is the same as that of the 

Shilla samjuk introduced in Koryŏsa and is based on the books, Samguk sagi 

and Samguk yusa. It has one blowing hole, one membrane hole, six finger holes, 

and five tuning holes. The taegŭm was made of hwangjuk (yellow bamboo) until 

the middle of Chosŏn, and afterwards ssanggoljuk (double-boned bamboo) 

began to be used. At the middle of this period, the chunggŭm lost its membrane 

hole, chŏnggong. The three bamboo flutes were also played in the samhyŏn 

yukkak ensemble consisting of three string and six wind instruments. There are 
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many genre paintings showing musical instruments played in this period (Fig. 16 

�19).  

 

     

 
Figure 16. Painting by Shin Yunbok (1705-?),  

accompanying of sword dance, from left: haegŭm (two-stringed fiddle), p�iri  

(flute), chŏttae (taegŭm), changgo (hour-glass drum), puk (barrel drum), ching 

(big gong) 

Ibid., 42 

 

 

 
Figure 17.  Painting by Shin Yunbok, chŏttae (taegŭm), Saenghwang (mouth organ) 

           Ibid., 43 
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Figure 18. Painting by Shin Yunbok, from left: Chŏttae (taegŭm), haegŭm (two-stringed  

     fiddle), kŏmun�go(six-stringed zither) 

     Ibid., 44 

 

 

 

           

 

Figure 19. Painting by Kim Hongdo (1745-?),  

                 Ibid., 44 
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Figure 20. Painting by Kim Hongdo, accompanying of folk Dance, from left: puk (barrel  

drum), changgo (hourglass drum), two p�iri (double-reed pipe), taegŭm, 

haegŭm (two- stringed fiddle)  

Ibid., 45 

 
    

 

5. Modern Period: 1910- 

Ssanggoljuk (double-boned bamboo) came to be the preferred material for 

the taegŭm, and the five tuning holes were reduced to one or two. This is 

because the internal diameter is closely related to the tuning holes, and the 

ssanggoljuk generally has same internal diameter from root to tip while the 

hwangjuk has a smaller diameter toward the root.21 The chunggŭm did not have 

a membrane hole and has become obsolete. While the taegŭm in Akhak kwebŏm 

is 86.5 cm, the modern taegŭm became about 78 cm long due to the decreased 

                                                 
21 Cho Sŏngnae, 36 
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number of tuning holes. The size of the blowing hole and fingering holes is 

bigger, and the blowing hole is oval rather than round.22   

   

    

                     The modern taegŭm                          The taegŭm in Akhak kwebŏm 

Blowing hole     width: 24mm                         width: 15.61mm 

            length: 19mm                                       length: 14.04mm 

Fingering hole                  width: 11mm                   width: 9.36mm 

             length: 11mm              length: 9.36mm   

 
 

Figure 21. Comparing the blowing hole (ch�wigu) and fingering hole  

     (chigong), the modern taegŭm with the taegŭm in Akhak kwebŏm,  

     Ibid., 48    
    

 
Figures 22 � 27 show the variable use of the taegŭm in many genres. 
 
 

 
 

                                                 
22 Ibid., 40  
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Figure 22. Accompanying voice,  

     Chŏnt�ong haksŭp chidobŏb, 246 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 23. Royal ancestral shrine music,  

     Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide, 14 
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Figure 24. Court Music Ensemble (P�yŏngjo hoesang),  

     Ibid., 17 
 
 
 
 

 
 

            
 
Figure 25. Confucius temple music,  

     Ibid., 34 
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Figure. 26. Folk Music Ensemble (Shinawi),  

                  Lee Hye-ku, Korean Musical Instruments, 12  
 
 
 
  
  

  
 
 
Figure 27. Court orchestral ensemble (Nagyangch�un) with a chorus,  

     Ibid., 2   
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Since the partition of Korea in 1945, South Korean musicians have tended  

to emphasize preservation of the tradition while musicians in North Korea have 

been willing to reform and modernize.23 The taegŭm in North Korea has been 

divided into three new versions to take parallel roles to the concert, alto, and 

bass flutes of a Western orchestra. All three adopt the structure of Western 

flutes, with similar shapes and nickel-plated simple-system key work. In keeping 

with politics, however, a vernacular name chŏttae for them is preferred to the 

traditional Sino-Korean name.24  

           The taegŭm has been transmitted from generation to generation with little 

change from the medieval period. The taegŭm, as one of the oldest instruments 

in Korea, has developed together with Korean history and has well conveyed the 

emotion of Korean people. It will be examined in the following chapters.     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23 Lee Byoung-Won, Styles and Esthetics in Korean Traditional Music, (Seoul: The Royal Asiatic Society,   

   1981), 9. 
24 Keith Howard, Korean Musical Instruments, (New York: Oxford University, 1995), 45, 46. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

HISTORY OF SANJO MUSIC 

 

Since its introduction at the end of the nineteenth century, Western music 

has gradually become dominant in Korea. On the other hand, Korean traditional 

music has continued to develop, and sanjo is an example. The most recently 

created genre of Korean traditional music, sanjo is a type of music for a solo 

melodic instrument, accompanied by a changgo (hourglass drum).  

Sanjo is a suite of continuous movements, which begin slowly and 

increase in speed and rhythmic complexity. The musical form of the sanjo is 

based on a structure of repeated groups of rhythmic cycles, called changdan 

(chang=long; -dan=short). Each movement has its own rhythmic cycle: 

chinyangjo, chungmori, chungjungmori and chajinmori, and today�s sanjo adds 

other changdan such as hwimori, ŏnmori, and salp�uri.  

An early form of sanjo was called �hŏt�ŭn karak,� which can be translated 

as �scattered or loosely organized melodies.� Through ongoing stylistic changes, 

sanjo has reached its present form as solo instrumental music emphasizing 

virtuoso performing techniques.25 Sanjo adapted many core elements of folk  

                                                 
25 Hahn Manyoung, The Traditional Music and Dance (Seoul: Pungnam, 1991), 197 
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genres such as minyo (folk song), p�ansori (operatic narrative solo song), and 

shinawi (shaman ritual accompanying ensemble), and combined them in a new 

folk art genre.  

The title for a given piece of sanjo includes the name of the employed 

instrument. For instance, sanjo written for taegŭm is simply called taegŭm sanjo, 

sanjo written for kayagŭm (twelve-stringed plucked zither) is called kayagŭm 

sanjo, and sanjo written for kŏmun�go (six-stringed zither) is called kŏmun�go 

sanjo.  

 

1. Ancestry of sanjo 
 

Sanjo must be understood within the context of living folk traditions such  
 
as minyo, p�ansori, and shinawi, in the southwestern part of Korea, Chŏllado.26  
 
Minyo (folk song)  

The subjects of Korean folk songs are work, entertainment, death, and 

love. There are four core folk song styles, identified according to geographical 

areas and based loosely on language dialect areas: namdo minyo from the 

southwestern provinces, kyŏnggi minyo from the central region around the South 

Korean capital, Seoul, sŏdo minyo from the northwest of the peninsula, and 

tongbu minyo from the eastern provinces.27 Namdo minyo is closely related to 

sanjo in using the same melodic mode. 

Shinawi (improvisational instrumental music accompanying shaman rituals)   

 

                                                 
26 Song Bang-song, The Sanjo Tradition of Korean Kŏmun�go Music, 94 
27 Keith Howard, Korean Music: A Listing Guide, 46 
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Shinawi is improvisatory ensemble music originally for accompaniment of 

the shaman�s dance and song. It is performed by an ensemble which includes 

both percussion instruments such as puk (barrel drum), changgo, and ching 

(large gong) and melody instruments such as taegŭm, haegŭm (two-stringed 

fiddle) and p�iri (double-reed pipe).28 When the shaman danced, instrumentalists 

improvised around a set of core motifs associated with specific changdan. When 

the shaman rested, musicians would introduce more free passages to sustain 

audience attention. The motifs chosen often had their roots in folk songs.29 

Rhythm is the foundation in shinawi and sanjo. The changdan of shinawi, usually 

in a triple meter, are performed by the percussion instruments in numerous 

complex variations.  Its increasing tempo progression and improvisatory format 

are also closely related to sanjo. Shinawi and sanjo are the best known genres of 

Korean improvisatory music and believed to have evolved out of the shaman 

ritual music of southern region of Korea, Chŏlla Province.30 

P�ansori (operatic narrative solo song)  

P�ansori is a composite art that combines song (sori), narration and 

dialogue (aniri), and dramatic action (pallim). It is performed by one actor and 

accompanied by the barrel drum (puk). Each story takes five or more hours to 

perform in its entirety, but is usually performed in episodes. This dramatic vocal 

genre is thought to have developed in the 18th century and stems from the 

                                                 
28 Song Bang-song, Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects, 147 
29 Keith Howard, Korean Music: A Listing Guide, 46 
30 Lee Byong-Won, Styles and Esthetics in Korean Traditional Music, 22 
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recitative-like ritual song of the shaman.31 The format for p�ansori is similar to 

sanjo. For instance, each genre has one soloist and one percussion 

accompanist. Some sanjo melodies imitate p�ansori�s melodic lines and rhythmic 

cycles. 

These three genres exhibit musical characteristics which display a close 

relation to sanjo and to each other. In sanjo music, chandan and its variations are 

formed from the basis of the shinawi ensemble and underlie the melodies of 

minyo and p�ansori. The importance and complexity of the changdan clearly 

shows the interrelationship among all these genres. Furthermore, progressively 

increasing tempos are found in folk music such as sanjo, shinawi, nongak 

(farmer�s band), and also Yŏngsanhoesang within court music.  

Improvisation also plays an important role in folk music. Minyo is 

frequently responsorial; the leader improvises a text and melody to a given 

number of changdan, and the group responds with a fixed text and melody.32 

Improvisational elements in nongak (farmer�s band) and shinawi consist 

principally of complex variations on the basic rhythmic cycle pattern. The melodic 

instruments in the shinawi ensemble improvise within the framework of the 

changdan provided by the drummer. This improvisatory practice has been also 

important in the history of sanjo. In addition, ornamental techniques are well 

developed in the folk genres, and sanjo utilizes highly skillful ornaments in many 

forms. 

                                                 
31 Alan Heyman, �Korean Folk Music and Dance,� Folk Culture in Korea (Seoul: International Cultural  

    Foundation, 1974), 102 
32 Song Bang-song, Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects, 150 
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Song Bang-song presents the relationship of sanjo to other folk genres in 

the diagram, Figure 28. 

     

                   

 

Figure 28. The relationship of sanjo to other folk genres,  

      Song Bang-song, Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects, 244 
 

2. Creation and Development of Taegŭm Sanjo 

The genre of sanjo was established around 1890 by Kim Ch�angjo (1865-

1920) for the twelve-stringed plucked long zither, kayagŭm, and shortly 

afterwards it was adapted for other instruments such as kŏmun�go, taegŭm, 

ajaeng (seven-stringed bowed zither), tanso (veritical bamboo flute) and p�iri 

(double-reed pipe).33   

Taegŭm sanjo was first played by Pak Chonggi (1879-1939), a shaman  

                                                 
33 Song Bang-song, The Sanjo Tradition of Korean Kŏmun�go Music (Seoul: Jŏngŭmsa, 1986), 96 
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and musician from South Chŏlla province, around 1920. During that time, Kang 

Paekch�ŏn (1898-1981), who was from South Kyŏngsang province, also 

developed taegŭm sanjo in a different style from Pak�s. The Korean word �ryu� 

refers to a stem or school attributed to a master and his students in a transmitted 

musical style. Pak�s taegŭm-sanjo ryu is mostly based on p�ansori style and is 

called soridŏnŭm sanjo, while Kang�s taegŭm-sanjo ryu is mostly based on 

shinawi style and is called shinawidŏnŭm sanjo.  

Pak�s taegŭm sanjo was 18 minutes long and consisted of three different 

chandan: chinyangjo, chungmori and chajinmori. His sanjo has been transmitted 

to Han Chuwhan (1904-1966), and Han�s taegŭm sanjo became the model of 

today�s popular schools of taegŭm sanjo. His sanjo has a much more tightly 

organized structure than Pak�s and was expanded to 32 minutes. Based on 

Han�s ryu, Yi Saenggang, Sŏ Yongsŏk, Wŏn Changhyŏn and Han Pŏmsu are 

popular for their own taegŭm sanjo today. In Kang Paekch�ŏn ryu, the 

representative students are Kim Dongjin and Kim Dongp�yo, and today only Kim 

Dongp�yo and Mun Tongok have played and taught Kang�s sanjo ryu. The 

genealogy of taegŭm sanjo is summarized in figure 29.  

 

     Pak Chonggi        Han Chuhwan        Han Pŏmsu 
     (soridŏnŭm sanjo)           Yi Saenggang 
              Sŏ Yongsŏk 
                   Won Changhyŏn 
     Kang Paekch�on       Kim Dongjin 
     (shinawidŏnŭm sanjo)      Kim Dongp�yo            Mun Tongok 
 
Figure 29. The genealogy of taegŭm sanjo,  

      Yang Sŏngpil, Kim Dongjin Taegŭm Sanjo, 1  
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Derived from Pak�s sanjo, today�s Yi Saenggang ryu, Sŏ Yongsŏk ryu, 

Won Changhyŏn ryu and Han Pŏmsu ryu taegŭm sanjo are frequently played 

and widely taught. On the other hand, Kang Paekch�ŏn ryu has been less actively 

transmitted, and has fewer players. Shinawidŏnŭm sanjo is more brilliant in using 

ornaments and vibrato than soridŏnŭm sanjo. Unlike shinawidŏnŭm sanjo, 

soridŏnŭm sanjo is embellished with variable alterations of modes.  

Like other forms of folk music, sanjo was not written down but learned by 

imitating a master, and it was passed on as a strictly oral tradition until as late as 

the 1960s. Improvisation in early taegŭm sanjo was much freer than in other folk 

genres. In transmission, the free improvisation of a master in teaching made his 

sanjo hard to learn but forced his students to develop their own versions 

creatively. Since being written down in chŏngganpo (Korean musical notation) 

and Western notation around the 1960s, taegŭm sanjo has become a fixed 

composition like other folk music.34  

Many masters developed their own musical style and added other 

rhythmic cycles such as chungjungmori, ŏnmori, hwimori, and salp�uri. In this way 

a master preserves the music from his teacher, and expands and develops the 

musical resources by introducing his own personal taste or distinct instrumental 

techniques. Some recent taegŭm sanjos are over one hour long, and there are 

also arranged sanjos of 10 or 20 minutes for stage concerts. There are several 

versions of taegŭm sanjo today, and the Korean government has appointed 

                                                 
34 Lee Byong-Won, Styles and Esthetics in Korean Traditional Music, 60 
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some masters to maintain their taegŭm-sanjo ryu as �intangible cultural assets.� 

They are Yi Saenggang and Kang Paekch�ŏn.  

Sanjo is the last instrumental genre to be created in a purely Korean 

tradition, and today it is the most popular solo melodic instrumental tradition in 

traditional Korean music. In the following chapters, the performance technique of 

the taegŭm and its modern music, taegŭm sanjo, will be described.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

TAEGŬM PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUE 
 
 

 
The taegŭm is considered one of the most difficult Korean instruments to 

play. With its large size and twisted posture, requiring the mouth to be turned to 

the left, the taegŭm is somewhat awkward to play (Fig. 30). However, the unique 

tone quality and techniques of the taegŭm are considered to express Korean 

emotion particularly well. In this chapter, the elements of taegŭm performance 

will be presented, together with the melodic modes and various techniques as 

well as the most important Korean musical notation, chŏngganpo. As a result, 

this chapter will provide preparation for the next, which analyzes taegŭm sanjo. 

  

1. Posture, embouchure and breath 

To play the taegŭm, a player sits on the floor with the legs crossed and   

back stretched. His head should be turned about thirty degrees to the left and 

down so that the lip position is correct. The top end of the taegŭm should rest on 

the left shoulder, and the tube should be held at a thirty-degree angle away from 

the body. Both elbows are held away from the body, the left arm is raised 
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horizontally and the right should fall slightly. The instrument is supported by the 

left shoulder and the two thumbs.35 

 

                                     

Figure 30. The posture for playing the taegŭm 

       The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of    

           Musical Instruments in Korean Traditional Music, 29 

 

The blowing hole is about four times larger than that of a Western flute. As   

a result, it is difficult to form the correct lip position and angle of the air stream.  

The lip position is almost the same as that of the Western flute as the 

embouchure is formed by closing and relaxing the lips, but in playing the taegŭm 

the lower lip has to cover almost all of the blowing hole. Figure 31 shows the side 

                                                 
35 Keith Howard, Korean Musical Instruments: A Practical Guide, 114  
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view of embouchure for the angle of the air stream and the covering position on 

the mouth.  

 

                                   

 
Figure 31. The embouchure on the taegŭm (left: the angle of the air stream, right:          

      covering position on the mouth) 

       Chŏnbuk Torip Kugagwon, Taegŭm Kyobon, 57 

 

With lips pulled to both sides, a player pronounces �phu,� and the actual 

breathing is silent �hu� without �p� sound. The teeth have to be held slightly apart, 

and the internal space of the mouth has to be as large as possible. The throat is 

slightly tight because of the performance posture, but the lips should be relaxed. 

By slightly moving the head up and down and rotating the taegŭm, the lower lip 

covers more or less of the blowing hole, and the angle of the air stream is 

changed. This is the way to produce bending notes and change the pitch by as 

much as a 4th or 5th in a single fingering position.   

The breath should be pushed from the diaphragm but it should never be 
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forced.36 The pulse of Korean music is usually controlled by the breathing pattern 

of the musician. If Western music is based on the rhythm of the heartbeat, the 

concept of tempo in Korean music is based on the rhythm of human breathing.37  

  

2. Fingering, pitch and mode 

The second, third and fourth fingers of each hand cover the six finger 

holes, chigong, and both little fingers lie naturally (Fig. 32). The fingers of the left 

hand are curved but those of the right have to be stretched out straight. Thus, the 

fourth and fifth finger holes are covered by the second knuckles of the right hand 

fingers while the first, second, third, and sixth holes are covered by the tips of the 

fingers. Figure 33 shows the exact position of holes and fingers.    

 

 

               

Figure 32. The position of the hands                    Figure 33. The holes covered by fingers  

     seen from above                                                    Cho, Taegŭm Kyobon, 16 

     Ibid., 39   
                                                                               

                                                 
36 Ibid., 113.  
37 Han Myunghee, �What makes Korean Music Different?� Korean Cultural Heritage, Vol. III, Performing   

    Arts (Seoul: Korea Foundation, 1997), 41. 
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Since the distance between finger holes is considerable and the holes are large, 

the fingers have to be stretched enough to seal the holes completely. In 

performance, covering the holes glidingly is one of the ways to 

produce bending notes.  

 

 
  
Figure 34. The fingering system for the chŏngak taegŭm 

   Chŏnpuk Torip Kugagwon, Taegŭm Kyobon, 42 
 

 
As shown in figure 34, the pitch range of the chŏngak taegŭm extends over two 

and a half octaves, and the lowest note is close to B-flat. The Korean words and 

Chinese words for every pitch in figures 34 and 35 are written vertically. The 

sanjo taegŭm has also two and half octaves in its register, but is higher than the 

chŏngak taegŭm (Fig. 35). In playing the sanjo taegŭm, there are several 

different fingering styles. To play taegŭm sanjo, a performer originally used 

Yukkwanch�ŏng, which is closing the six finger holes by six fingers as in the 
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chŏngak-taegŭm performance. For folk songs and sinawi, the sanjo-taegŭm 

player also uses Ogwanch�ŏng, which means that the left ring finger is not used 

for the third finger hole, the third finger hole is covered by right index finger, other 

right-hand fingers move up one hole, and the sixth hole is not used. Ogwan 

panch�ŏng, covered five and a half holes, or sagwanch�ŏng with four covered 

holes are also used.38 The pitch of the sanjo taegŭm is a major 2nd or minor 3rd 

higher than that of the chŏngak taegŭm (Fig. 35). Recently, sanjo taegŭm players 

tend to want a higher sanjo taegŭm up to major third above the chŏngak taegŭm.   

 

 

 

Figure 35, The fingering system for the sanjo taegŭm 

      Chŏnpuk Torip Kugagwon, Taegŭm Kyobon, 43   

 

 

                                                 
38 Ch�oe Sŏngnam, Taegŭm Kyobon: for Folk Music (Seoul: Arŭm, 1997), 11. 
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In taegŭm performance, the pitch sounded by covering the first, second 

and third finger holes is considered as a center tone (ponch�ŏng), and the tone is 

the tuning pitch for the Korean traditional orchestra. However, the ponch�ŏng is 

variable for different keys. The chŏngak taegŭm in the finger position, covering 

the first, second, and third holes is close to E flat, and the sanjo taegŭm can be 

F, F sharp, or G according to the size.  

Unfortunately, the Korean modes have never been consistently 

systematized. Korean modes are basically divided into two types, p�yŏngjo and 

kyemyŏnjo (cho or jo in Korean), and many combined modes are used. P�yŏngjo 

described as a pentatonic mode can be a sol-mode consisting of sol, la, do, re, 

mi (Fig. 36). B flat p�yŏngjo which starts from B flat and E flat p�yŏngjo which 

starts from E flat are usually used, and E flat p�yŏngjo is called Ujo. Kyemyŏnjo is 

a la-mode with la, do, re, mi, sol.39  

           

           

Figure 36. P�yŏngjo (above) and Kyemyŏnjo (below) in the taegŭm   

      Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Kyobon, 34  

 

The musical feeling in p�yŏngjo is similar to major in Western music, and 

kyemyŏnjo is similar to a minor feeling. The tonic in Korean music is in the center  

                                                 
39 For an introduction to Korean notation, see the Appendix A.  
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of a mode while the tonic in Western music theory is the lowest note in a mode. 

Each note in a mode has a characteristic way of being played, and it is very 

important to reveal Korean musical feeling with the notes. Kyemyŏnjo consists of 

only four or three tones, as a tetratonic or tritonic scale, according to the styles in 

some specific regions or genres. In these modes, the second and fifth tones are 

usually absent (Fig. 36), and the unique performing style of each note is very 

strong. For instance, the first tone in the mode is played with wide and slow 

vibrato (see 3. Techniques) at the beginning beat and quickly becoming narrower 

and stronger with the vibrato, and the tone a fifth above the tonic always has an 

ornamental gliding tone from the upper note  

(Fig. 36). The kyemyŏnjo in taegŭm sanjo is usually played in the tritonic scale 

from the folk style in the southern part of Korea, and it will be more discussed in 

chapter V.   

In playing the taegŭm, each register has its own distinctive timbre. 

          

              Chŏch�wi                    Pyŏngch�wi                   Yŏkch�wi 

 
Figure 37. The three registers of the taegŭm  

       Hahn Manyoung ed., Survey of Korean Arts: Traditional Music, 39  

 

The lower register (chŏch�wi) is produced by soft blowing, and the sound is deep 

and dark with a slow vibrato. The medium register (p�yŏngch�wi), achieved by 
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overblowing at the octave, produces an elegant and clear sound, and the high 

register (yŏkch�wi), reached by overblowing at the twelfth, produces a sharp 

piercing and poignant sound with the strong vibration of the membrane. The 

clearly distinguished tone color of the three registers makes the taegŭm one of 

the most important instruments to convey the expressive tone quality of Korean 

music. 

 

3. Techniques 

One of the major characteristics of the taegŭm is the ch�ŏnggong or 

membrane hole. It helps to create an extraordinary raspy and buzzing sound in 

the high register with a fast vibrato technique. A metal plate (ch�ŏng karigae), 

curved to match the instrument, is used to protect the tissue of the membrane 

hole when it is not playing. In taegŭm performance, the metal plate is adjusted to 

cover more or less of the tissue-like membrane according to the most played 

register in a piece.  

 

                           

                          

Figure 38. The position of the metal plate (ch�ŏng karigae) over the membrane  

     hole (above: in high register playing, below: in low and middle register  

     playing)  

     Cho Sŏngnae, Taegŭm Kyobon, 53  
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Tonguing in the Western sense is used rarely if at all in taegŭm 

performance. Only when marked �ㅎ� in the notation can the performer use his 

tongue as in Western tonguing.  Another technique, igongdongŭm, is used in 

playing one specific note with two different fingerings so that it can express two 

distinguished tone colors on a single pitch. This is used only on the center note, 

the tonic in the Western term at the end of phrases, and the performer needs to 

carefully adjust the angle of the air stream to produce the correct pitch with two 

different fingering positions.      

As mentioned above, the blowing hole of the taegŭm is much larger than 

those of either the Western flute or the transverse flutes of China and Japan, so 

that the pitches in a given finger position are much more flexible. Notes can be 

bent and ornamented by raising or lowering the head, rotating the instrument, 

and covering more or less of the blowing hole and fingering holes.  

The unique vibrato technique, nonghyŏn, has been used since the Shilla 

period and is produced by shaking the left wrist and thus changing the angle of 

the air stream. Noghyŏn is much more prevalent in folk genres than in chŏngak. 

Another name of nonghyŏn is yosŏng (yo=shaking; -sŏng sound), and other 

techniques produced by controlling the angle of the air stream in the embouchure 

are t�oesŏng and ch�usŏng as sliding tones. Ch�usŏng is a pushed up sound, and 

t�oesŏng is a downward sound. In taegŭm sanjo, yosŏng can be produced to be 

much wider and easily controlled less or more in a continuing tone, combining 

the variable ch�usŏng and t�oesŏng. Subtle melodic lines in taegŭm sanjo are well 
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expressed and conveyed with variable use of ch�usŏng and t�oesŏng, and various 

ornamental techniques are also quite freely played. Another ornamental 

technique for taegŭm, taru, bends up rapidly from two lower tones to the main 

tone, and slides to the one above with a changed finger position, and is indicated 

in notation with a �c.� It usually appears two or three consecutive times in fast 

passages.   

Ornaments, shigimsae, in Korean traditional music play an important role 

in emotional expression. Korean folk music was transmitted orally until the 

1960s, and this made the music variable and flexible with the development and 

changes of individual styles. One of the effects was the variable ornamentation in 

each style. The ornamental techniques are especially varied and characteristic in 

taegŭm performance.  

             Mark Written in Chŏngganpo Written in Western Notation 

 

 

               太 
 

  

               黄 
 

 

 

               太 
 

  

               林 
 

 

 

               黄 
 

 

               黄 
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               太 
 

 

 

               淋 
 

 

               太 
 

  

               黄 
 

 

               太 
 

 

               仲 
 

 

 

               太 
 

 

               太 
 

 

               黄 
 

 

                 黄 
                         ___                       

 

                  黄 

                         ___                        

 

 

                 仲 

 
                          __  

 

                 仲 

 

                       __  
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                 黄 

                         ___ 

  

                 仲 

                         ___ 

 

 

                 仲 

                         ___ 

 

 

                 南 

                         ___ 

 

                  黄 

                         ___ 

 

                 太 

                         ___ 

 

                 黄 

                         ___ 

 

 

                 太 

                         ___ 

 

 

                 黄 

                         ___ 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Ornamental techniques (shigimsae) for decoration in taegŭm 

      performance. 

      Chŏnpuk Torip Kugagwon, Taegŭm Kyobon, 72, 73 

Besides the ornamental techniques described above, ornamental techniques for 

expression are also important to reveal Korean traditional musical feeling and are 

considered different from decorative ornament marks. 
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Mark Explanation Mark Explanation 

                  Continued from the 
previous tone 

                 Long tenuto 

       ∆ Rest as written        < Breath 

                  

                   

Sliding tone to higher 
(can visually how long 
and deep) 

              

                  

Sliding tone to lower 
(can visually how long 
and deep) 

       V Strong (accent)                  � Short (staccato) 

 

Nonghyun (vibrato) 
(can visually show 
increase, decrease, 
narrow or wide) 

 
                

Play half tone higher 
and then the written 
tone, bent fast 

 

Repeat from the tones 
in the previous square 

 Duplet or triplet  

 

Two or three times 
extended long tones            手 

Beat the finger hole 
by fingers 

 
One octave high tone 

 
One octave low tone 

 

Flatten tone by 
approximately a 
quarter higher tone 

Flatten tone by 
approximately a 
quarter lower tone 

 
 
        cc or ccc  

Called taru, played 
two tones lower and 
then written tone with 
higher sliding tone. It 
occurs two or three 
times consecutively 

 

 

 

 

Called Igongdongum, 
played in and for 
cadence formula. 
Provides the pitch of 
by changing the angle 
of the air stream   

 

 

 

 
Figure 40. Ornamental techniques (shigimsae) for expression in taegŭm 

      performance  

      Ibid., 70 
 

The taegŭm was already well developed with various techniques, and the 

unique tone color during the middle ages, and it has been one of the 

indispensable instruments in every type of Korean music. Especially, the tone 

color is regarded as the most representative of Korean instruments to express 
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Korean people�s emotion and feeling. In the following chapter, the sanjo music 

played by the taegŭm will be described.    
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CHPATER FIVE 

ANALYSIS OF TAEGŬM SANJO 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapters, sanjo is a type of music for solo 

instrument, devised in the beginning of the twentieth century, and it is still being 

developed by masters. The transverse flute taegŭm is one of the indispensable 

instruments in most types of Korean music, and taegŭm sanjo is also regarded 

as one of the most representative forms of sanjo music with its unique tone 

quality and various techniques. One can hear many versions of taegŭm sanjo 

lasting ten minutes to over one hour, and short ones are simplified arrangements 

from the long versions. In this chapter, taegŭm sanjo will be analyzed in terms of 

rhythm, melody, and mode, and the model will be the 25- minute version of Yi 

Saenggang�s taegŭm sanjo. Some differences between taegŭm sanjo schools 

will be also discussed.  

The rhythmic accompaniment of sanjo is provided by a changgo, an hour-

glass drum. Before starting to analyze taegŭm sanjo, it is necessary to introduce 

the changgo. 
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 1. Changgo 

The changgo is the most important instrument for marking the rhythmic 

cycles, changdan. It is widely used in most Korean musical genres and even in 

the accompaniment of Korean dances. It is usually said that the changgo was 

imported in the Koryŏ period (918-1392) from China, which had acquired it from 

the Middle East or Central Asia. However, from the recently discovered evidence 

of a tomb fresco from the Koguryŏ kingdom (37 B.C.-668 A.D.), some say that 

the instrument was used in Korea much earlier than the time of Koryŏ.40  

To play the changgo, a player sits on the floor with the legs crossed and 

back stretched (Fig. 42). The hourglass-shaped instrument changgo is placed on 

the floor (Fig. 41), and both heads are played. One side, which is called 

ch�aep�yŏn (ch�ae=stick; -p�yŏn=side) is struck by the right hand with a thinly cut 

bamboo stick. It sounds high-pitched and clear. The opposite head, the pukp�yŏn 

(puk=barrel durm; -p�yŏn=side), is struck by the palm of the left hand. It sounds 

resonant and low-pitched, and the sound is similar to the barrel drum, puk. 

 When the instrument is used for changgo dance, p�ungmul (farmer�s percussion 

band), and samulnori (percussion quartet), the pukp�yŏn is struck with a stick 

covered by a cotton strip.41   

                                                 
40 The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of Musical Instruments in Korean  

   Music, 67. 
41 Ibid., 68 
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Figure 41. Changgo 

       Taejŏn yŏnjŏng kugagwon, Changgo Text Book,1 
 
 
 
 

                                   

Figure 42. The posture of changgo performance,  

The National Center for Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of    Musical  

Instruments in Korean Traditional Music, p. 68   
 

  
    

The left head of the changgo, which is made of horse skin, is more 

resonant than the thinner right head, which is made of dog or sheep skin. 

Although the changgo is not tuned to any particular pitch, leather belts on the 

instrument lacings are used to adjust the tension of the heads to achieve the 
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proper timbre.42 Both sides are played in variable dynamics with many 

techniques.   

Figure 43 shows the various techniques of changgo performance. 

 

    mark 

  Korean oral     

     sound 

Western staff      

     notation 

            Explanation in  

             performance 

            
       Tŏng 

 

Striking both sides 

               
        Tta 

 

Striking the ch�ap�yŏn  

             
       Kung 

 

Striking the pukp�yŏn  

                       
     Kugung 

 

Fast double playing on the 
pukp�yŏn 

� 
� 

� 

� 

       
    Tŏrŏrŏrŏ 

 

Roll on the ch�ap�yŏn  

        �        
       Kidŏk 

 

Fast double playing on the 
ch�ap�yŏn  

 

� 
      
         Tŏ 

 

Played by the rim of the 
ch�ap�yŏn  

 
 

        
        Kuk 

 

Damping the pukp�yŏn  

     
 
  

        
        Ttak 

 

Damping the pukp�yŏn and 
playing the ch�ap�yŏn at the 
same time 

 

Figure 43. The techniques of changgo performance. 

      Taejŏn Yŏnjŏng Kugagwŏn, Changgo Text Book, 2 
 

                                                 
42 Song Kŭmyŏn, Kayagŭm sanjo, 28. 
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As shown in figure 43, changgo players indicate these techniques with special 

marks, oral sounds, and Western staff notation. Figure 44 is an example of a 

chungmori changdan notated in the Korean traditional way and in Western staff 

notation. 

 

            

 

 

Figure 44. An example of a chungmori changdan in Korean changgo marks and  

     Western staff notation. Ibid., 4   
 

 
The Korean traditional rhythmic notation, chŏngganpo (Appendix B), is normally 

written in vertical columns. However, it can also be written horizontally like 

Western staff notation. 

 

    2. Rhythm 

Most of the meters of Korean traditional music are based on triple time or 

groups of three beats, and the ninth beat is often accented or articulated with 

more emphasis than the first beat.  

Taegŭm sanjo is a suite of several movements with changgo 

accompaniment. The essential rhythmic cycles or changdan are the slow 

chinyangjo, the moderate chungmori, the allegro-moderato chungjungmori, and 
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the fast chajinmori, all of which follow each other in this order without a pause 

(Fig. 45). Nowadays, other movements such as salp�uri, ŏnmori, kutkŏri, and 

hwimori are also added by some players.  

 

a. Chinyangjo              . = 30-40 

 

b. Chungmori                = 69-108 

 

c. Chungjungmori             . = 60-100 

 

d. Chajinmori                  . = 76-144 

 

Figure 45.  The four basic rhythmic cycles in taegŭm sanjo  

        Chŏnbuk Torip Kugagwŏn, Taegŭm Kyobon, 87, 88 
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The first changdan, chinyangjo, is in 18/8 for one basic unit, and three or four 

units make up one complete chinyangjo changdan. It is played very slowly, and 

has six slow beats with triple subdivision. It follows the tempo to convey the 

musical depth in a proper slow mood rather than count each eighth-note beat in 

strict time. One changdan of the chungmori movement is made up of twelve 

beats in four groups of three, each with duple subdivision. One changdan of the 

chungjungmori movement consists of 12 beats, as in chungmori, but because of 

the faster tempo, the rhythm may be heard as four slow beats with triple 

subdivision. With many repeated cadential patterns, chajinmori begins in a 

moderato tempo and has a fast ending. It is in four beats with triple subdivision 

as in chungjungmori.  

The first beat of each changdan is played naturally as a strong beat by 

playing both sides of the changgo, and other accented beats shown in figure 48 

are important for the progression of musical melody. These accents are marked 

by the stick in the player�s right hand. The basic rhythms in figure 48 are the 

normal standardization for each changdan rather than the exact model of each 

beat played, and the rhythmic accompaniment has unlimited variations on the 

basic rhythms for each movement. The changdan provides the structural 

adhesive that glues each movement together, and the cycles lend a sense of 

rhythmic variety yet also maintain a constant and consistent flow.43  

In addition to providing rhythmic accompaniment, the changgo player adds 

short verbal exclamations, called ch�uimsae, usually at the end of passages for 

                                                 
43 Keith Howard, Korean Music: A Listing Guide, 51. 
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the encouragement of the taegŭm player. Ch�uimsae includes such cries as 

�choch�i!,� �chot�a!� or �kŭrŏchi!� meaning �good!�, or �that�s it!� It is provided in a 

different style according to the tempo and mood of the music. The ch�uimsae  

derives from p�ansori (operatic narrative solo song with puk accompaniment) and 

helps to lift up the excitement musically in harmony with the rhythm and the solo 

instrument�s melody. A changgo player should be able to follow the solo player�s 

varied rhythmic nuances, adding ch�uimsae appropriately.  

 

    3. Melody and Mode 

The sanjo melody is made up of combinations of many melodic units, and 

closely related melodic units appear through all movements. Phrases are highly 

repetitious and a strong cadence formula often appears. The relationships 

between the melodies are formed on the principles of tension and release, call 

and response, and yin and yang.44 The emotion in sanjo fluctuates freely, and the 

tempo is quite slow in the beginning, gradually speeding up, and quite fast 

toward the end. Subtle melodic decoration and fantastic variation of rhythmic 

patterns are the fundamental characteristics of sanjo. The melodies of sanjo are 

transposed in many ways by shifting the central tone, and this distinguishes 

sanjo from other traditional music, in which the central tone is rarely shifted. 

The membrane sound with the unique vibrato technique, nonghyŏn and 

sliding pitches, ch�usŏng and t�oesŏng give the taegŭm a very expressive tone  

                                                 
44 Hahn Manyoung, The Traditional Music and Dance, 197 
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quality, and these techniques can evoke variable emotion such as heartbreaking 

grief, energy, tension, or a stirring or exciting mood. These are the most 

appealing characteristics of the taegŭm to Korean audiences, and these 

techniques are very freely used in taegŭm sanjo while used with restraint in 

classical genres.  

The common types of mode in sanjo include kyemyŏnjo, ujo or p�yŏngjo,45 

kyŏngdŭrŭm, and kangsanje, and these derive from the modal configuration of 

p�ansori (operatic narrative solo song), chŏngak (middle-class music), sinawi 

(improvisational instrumental music accompanying shaman rituals) and various 

regions� folksongs. Kyemyŏnjo is associated with melancholy, ujo with heroic 

character, kyŏngdŭrŭm with a passionate and lively mood, and kangsanje with 

solemnity and dignity.46 The melodies in different modes express different 

feelings, and kyemŏnjo and ujo are mostly used in sanjo (Fig. 36 in chapter IV). 

Ujo has a masculine character, implies calmness and authority, and expresses 

an upright spirit. Kyemyŏnjo is the feminine mode, and expresses emotions such 

as sadness.   

Pentatonic scales are favored in Korean music. The term kyemyŏnjo can 

refer to several different pentatonic modes in different genres, sometimes with 

one or two tones missing. The kyemyŏnjo in sanjo is the main mode and consists 

of three basic tones derived from the tritonic modal configuration from the folk 

style of the southern part of Korea (Fig. 46).  

                                                 
45 Ujo and p�yŏngjo are considered to be the same mode with the same structure of tones but different tonic. 
46 Lee Byong-Won, Styles and Esthetics in Korean Traditional Music, 43. 
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Figure 46. Tritonic modal structure of kyemyŏnjo 

 

Each tone in kyemyŏnjo has its own unique character. The lowest pitch always 

has a wide vibrato. The central note is executed non-vibrato at first and slowly 

adding vibrato at the end. The third note usually has a sliding appoggiatura, 

which begins approximately one or two half steps above. Each of the three notes 

has a separate name: �trembling voice� for the first note, �level voice� for the 

second one, and �breaking voice� for the third one.47 The Korean terms are 

ttŏnŭn ch�ŏng (ttŏnŭn=trembling; ch�ŏng=tone or voice), pon ch�ŏng (pon=center 

or base) and kkŏngnŭn ch�ŏng (kkŏngnŭn=breaking). The breaking voice 

(kkŏngnŭn ch�ŏng) is also divided into the upper note, kkŏngnŭn witch�ŏng 

(wit=above), and the lower note, kkŏngnŭn araetch�ŏng (araet=below). The 

kkŏngnŭn witch�ŏng, E flat, is usually played as a short ornamental tone, though 

it is sometimes executed as an independent tone with extreme vibrato or non-

vibrato at first and then immediately sliding down. When it is long sustained as an 

independent tone in the high register, the tension is increased, and when the 

tone is sliding down to the kkŏngnŭn araetch�ŏng repeatedly, the sad emotion is 

strongly expressed like sobbing. 

      

                                                 
47 Hahn Manyoung, Survey of Korean Arts: Traditional Music, 96.  
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4. Differences between schools  

As mentioned in chapter III, History of sanjo, the term ryu indicates 

schools associated with styles that are traced back to a founding master, and 

taegŭm sanjo was originally divided into Pak Chonggi ryu which is derived from 

p�ansori and Kang Paekch�ŏn ryu which is derived from sinawi. The two different 

ryu have been transmitted and developed by masters, and today, popular 

schools of taegŭm sanjo include Kang Paekch�ŏn ryu, Han Pŏmsu ryu, Yi 

Saenggang ryu, Sŏ Yongsŏk ryu and Wŏn Changhyŏn ryu. Of these, the sanjo of 

Han, Yi, Wŏn, and Sŏ derive from Pak�s taegŭm sanjo as shown figure 29 in 

chapter III. As a university professor in Korea, Han has taught his own sanjo to 

many students. Sŏ�s taegŭm sanjo has been actively transmitted, and many 

current taegŭm players use it. Even though Wŏn is the youngest, he has 

concentrated his energies on teaching his sanjo, and a lot of up-and-coming 

players have studied with him. Kang�s sanjo is distinguished from the others as 

one influenced by shinawi, though it has not been taught to many students, and 

has fewer players currently. It is said that even his star pupils� taegŭm sanjo has 

developed away from his sanjo style. Even though Yi is regarded as the most 

technically proficient player of taegŭm sanjo, and he was very active in 

performing, his sanjo was not much played or taught by others until the last 20 

years. Since the 1990s, he has begun to try to teach more, and now many 

players are playing his sanjo.  

Each sanjo ryu selects the rhythmic patterns differently, and the particular 

arrangement of rhythmic patterns is one of the characteristic identifications of the 
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sanjo ryu. However, chinyangjo, chungmori and chajinmori are essential 

components of any complete sanjo. It is also true that some taegŭm players learn 

more than one sanjo ryu. Among the recent popular sanjo ryu, Kang�s taegŭm 

sanjo was appointed Intangible Cultural Asset No. 45 by the Korean government 

in 1971, and Yi�s taegŭm sanjo was also appointed recently. However, most 

universities in Korea have a curriculum to let taegŭm performance students learn 

Han�s, So�s, and Wŏn�s sanjo because these three ryu have been the most 

actively transmitted in the Korean traditional way. Even though Kang Paech�ŏn 

was a great taegŭm player and one of the originators of taegŭm sanjo, and finally 

became a �human cultural treasure� for his taegŭm sanjo, Kang�s sanjo is today 

almost not known in the capital city and some other big cities and only played in 

the southeastern part of Korea where he came from. Yi Saenggang was not 

regarded as a true Korean traditional musician sometimes because he had tried 

to graft his taegŭm playing onto old Korean popular songs. Thus, Korean 

traditional musicians have not recognized his sanjo as a traditional Korean music 

sometimes. However, he has gradually come to be regarded as a currently active 

musician and a great player for his taegŭm sanjo. Recently his sanjo has been 

appointed as an intangible asset and is starting to be taught in universities.             

 Even though today many taegŭm sanjo are from two different original 

sources, Kang�s and Pak�s, it is hard to say that the recent popular ryu keep the 

original ones because the genre sanjo is freely developed by the musical taste 

and character of each master. Kang�s and Sŏ�s sanjo are generally more 

straightforward and heavy. Won�s sanjo is in a darker and dignified tone quality 
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with a unique embouchure technique. Han�s sanjo is the most thoroughly 

blended combination of the two original ones, and his sanjo emphasizes a soft 

feminine mood. Yi�s sanjo is refined and delicate in expression with subtle pitch 

variations, ornamental techniques, and vibrato. Some people say that if Yi�s 

sanjo is compared with Liszt�s music with its fantastic techniques, Sŏ�s sanjo can 

be compared with Chopin�s music with its neat structure. Kang�s sanjo makes 

great use of kyemyŏnjo which is in a sad emotion, while other sanjo make more 

such modes as kangsanje, sŏllŏngje, kyŏngdŭrŭm, and menarijo which are from 

certain regions� folk songs. The melody in Kang�s sanjo is distinctive while the 

melodies of Sŏ or Yi are similar because they both derive from Pak. Currently 

Mun is the most important player to play Kang�s sanjo. Mun plays his sanjo in a 

powerful and forcible mood, often using a resonant membrane sound with a clear 

tone color. Sŏ plays with a rough wound in an imposing mood. Yi�s sanjo is 

exquisite and emotional with frequent use of subtle ornaments.    

 Today the popular sanjo ryu have their own unique styles, but all are 

based on Korean folk styles, using varied combinations of different elements. 

  

5. Analysis of taegŭm sanjo 

Korean music consists of rhythm, melody and ornament (shigimsae). The 

variations on the changdan, the subtle melodies played by a solo instrument, and 

various ornamental techniques are the principal elements of sanjo. Taegŭm 

sanjo is one of the most effective forms of Korean traditional music in combining 

these three elements.  
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As previously stated, several taegŭm sanjo schools have been transmitted 

and developed in their own distinguished ways with the same basic foundation, 

and there are also many versions of taegŭm sanjo differing greatly in length. 

From now on, Yi Saenggang�s 25-minute taegŭm sanjo will be the subject of the 

analysis. The whole music score is provided in Appendix B both in Korean 

traditional notation, chŏngganpo and Western notation.    

The sanjo performance generally begins with an introductory section 

called tasŭrŭm. The tasŭrŭm is a slow non-metered warm-up section without 

changgo accompaniment. The player checks the tuning of the instrument, plays 

basic motifs, and establishes a proper mood for the sanjo which follows. Figure 

47 shows a tasŭrŭm in Western notation. 

     

Figure 47. 4 examples of tasŭrŭm in Yi Saenggang taegŭm sanjo, provided by an auther      

     from the playing of Chŏng Kwangsŏn 
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These four selections of tasŭrŭm are the basic motives or combinations of the 

important melodic units which are played in taegŭm sanjo, and the mode is ujo. 

These four tasŭrŭm are derived in improvisation from taegŭm sanjo, and any one 

of these four can be played at the beginning of taegŭm sanjo, or another 

individual improvised tasŭrŭm can be played. The tasŭrŭm is not provided in the 

music score due to its improvisatory favor.    

 After the tasŭrŭm, taegŭm sanjo starts in ujo with the chinyangjo rhythmic 

accompaniment. The masculine character of ujo makes a dignified and peaceful 

beginning in a slow tempo. Long tones usually have a deep wide vibrato 

(yosŏng), and the ornamental techniques such as taru, ch�usŏng (upward sliding 

tone) and t�oesŏng (downward sliding tone) are played fast in a group of short 

motives. The ensuring ugyemŏnjo is a mode combining ujo and kyemyŏnjo, and 

has the same mood as ujo, but played in the scale of kyemyŏnjo. Even though 

this section is very short, the characteristics of the three basic notes in 

kyemyŏnjo are clearly distinguished (Fig. 48).  

 

 

Figure 48. Kim Sunok, Taegŭm Sanjo, 12 (the 13
th

 and 14
th

 systems of  

     chinyangjo in Appendix B) 
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The �trembling voice� on G is especially emphasized with strong vibrato, and the 

center tone is often played with the ornamental technique taru. After this short 

section, the various melodic lines are played in the main mode kyemyŏnjo, and 

this is the longest section in the first movement, chinyangjo. Soft and delicate 

expression is revealed in a feminine character. The long t�oesŏng (downward 

gliding tone) from G to E flat is played almost for ten beats in sustained tones, 

and then it is connected to the breaking tone immediately, evoking subtle 

expression (Fig. 49).  

 

Figure 49. Ibid., 13 (the 19
th

 to 21
st
 sys. of chinyangjo in Appendix B) 

  

The tension is built up by sustaining the upper note of the breaking voice, 

kkŏngnŭn witch�ŏng, in the highest register. This melodic line is played in the 

highest register, and the mood expresses deep sadness with heartbreaking grief 

like sobbing. The resonant membrane sound with strong vibrato and repetitious 

downward sliding tones heightens the mood. The igongdongŭm technique 
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(explained in Fig. 40) is used at the end of every passage, emphasizing the 

center tone.  

           The next section, saesamch�ŏng is called pyŏnch�ŏng kyemyŏnjo 

(pyŏnch�ŏng=changed center tone). It is a major third downward transposition 

from the previous kyemyŏnjo, and the trembling voice is on E flat. This section is 

mainly played in the low register. The final section is in the ponch�ŏng kyemyŏnjo 

(ponch�ŏng=original tone), and it is also called wanjagŏri. This section is 

described as returning or conclusion. The melodic units previously played now 

reappear.  

The melodic motives, cadence formula on the center tone, various 

ornamental techniques and transitions that appear in this movement reappear 

through the remaining movements. Chinyangjo ends on the center tone 

(ponch�ŏng) of kyemyŏnjo, but the breaking tones played after the cadential 

center tone lead into the next movement.     

 After the first movement chinyangjo, the taegŭm player takes a deep 

breath like a G.P. together with fermata in Western music. The rhythm of the 

ensuing chungmori movement is clearly defined with melodic lines. If chinyangjo 

is the slow and sad movement, the chungmori movement can be described as a 

bright active movement. Like chinyangjo, it starts in ujo. The distinctive rhythms, 

staccato, and accents are often used, and the gliding tones express humor rather 

than sadness. A short section called ing�ŏgŏri or ŏtpuch�im (adding) is added like 

an episode. It is still in ujo, but less vibrato and less long tones are used, and 

many melodies are played in eighth notes and in a dotted rhythm (Fig. 50).  
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Figure 50. Ibid.,17 (the 12
th

 to 14
th

 sys. of chungmori in Appendix B)  

 

The following ugyemyŏnjo is very short with only one changdan. However the 

characteristics of the tritonic mode are distinctly expressed, and the cadence to 

the center tone is emphasized with the igongdongŭm (Fig. 51).  

 

 

Figure 51. Ibid., 17 (the 16
th

 system of chungmori in Appendix B) 

 

The following sections, chin�gyemyŏnjo, saesamch�ŏng and ponch�ŏng 

kyemyŏnjo are in same order and kyemyŏnjo mode as in the chinyangjo 

movement. The unstable emotion fluctuates rapidly with tension and 

sudden surges of sadness. Through this movement, the accent the ninth beat by 

the changgo accompaniment makes the mood fluent and vivid to match the 

melodic lines. 
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 The chungjungmori movement was the last to be added to sanjo besides 

the three basic rhythmic cycles, chinyangjo, chungmori and chajinmori. The 

melodic styles or modes, kyŏngdŭrŭm, sŏllŏngje and menarijo, are used only in 

this movement, and these are powerful and masculine in character. The opening 

kyŏngdŭrum in ujo is light and passionate with a cheerful rhythmic pattern. It is 

from the western part of Korea and is in lively mood. The strong upward sliding 

tone (ch�usŏng) is strong and reinforces the mood. The ensuing sŏllŏngje is still 

in ujo and in a swaggering mood. The intervals between notes are wide, less 

vibrato is used, and repetitious melodic rhythmic lines are played (Fig. 52).  

 

Figure 52. Ibid., 21 (the 9
th

 to11
th

 sys. of chungjungmori in Appendix B)  

 

The downward sliding tone (t�oesŏng) is used for humorous rather than sad 

expression. The tonguing technique, which is usually avoided in taegŭm playing, 

is used on the center tone, and it is usually played with a rough timbre to 

underscore the vigorous mood. Sŏllŏngje ends on the center tone with vibrato in 

an extended cadence formula. After sŏllŏngje, ujo, ugyemyŏnjo, and kyemyŏnjo 

gradually progress toward the sadness of chingyemyŏnjo and saesamch�ŏng, 
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reaching up to the high register. The upper note of the breaking voice, kkŏngnŭn 

witch�ŏng, is long sustained in forte (Fig 53).  

 

Figure 53. Ibid., 23 (the 31
st
 and 32

nd
 sys. of chungjungmori in Appendix B) 

 
 The wide and fast vibrato on this note and the repetitious downward sliding tone 

(t�oesŏng) are repeated like sobbing, and the tone is very pathetic with the 

resonant membrane sound. The trembling voice and breaking voice are distinct, 

and the long gliding tones are well embellished  with fast and narrow vibrato. The 

menarijo from the eastern part of Korea and saesamch�ŏng are bring a calmer 

mood. Many complex fast ornaments are used in the middle and low register 

(Fig. 54). At the end, the ponch�ŏng kyemyŏnjo returns with a stable mood. 

 

Figure 54. Ibid., 24 (the 44
th

 to 46
th

 sys. of chungjungmori of appendix B) 
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The last movement, chajinmori in kyemyŏnjo, begins in the high register. 

The start is in a lively and stable tempo. The strong cadence formula with the 

igongdongŭm technique is repeated many times, and the fast t�oesŏng 

(downward sliding tone) makes the mood more powerful (Fig. 55).  

 

Figure 55. Ibid., 26 (the 1
st
 to 4

th
 sys. of chajinmori of Appendix B) 

 

The ensuing ugyemyŏnjo is quite long and can be described as the climax of 

taegŭm sanjo. Various ornamental techniques are constantly and complexly 

used, the narrow and fast vibrato is frequent, generally the melodic lines are in 

the high register, and the tempo is gradually accelerated. The vigorous mood 

keeps increasing in intensity, and the trembling tones bring both rest and implied 

tension. In the short saesamch�ŏng, the furious mood calms down, and the 

repeat of taru technique resembles the sound of a bird�s song (Fig. 56).  
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Figure 56. Ibid., 30 (the 45
th

 and 46
th

 sys. of chajinmori in Appendix B)  

 

This is the recovering section after a long climax, and it is in a peaceful mood. 

However, the tension is still present in the progress of this fast changdan. The 

start of the next section, ponch�ŏng kyemyŏnjo, continues a bird�s song with a 

different ornamental technique (Fig. 57) and is suddenly changed to the finale. 

  

 

Figure 57. Ibid., 31 (the 50
th

 and 51
st
 sys. of chajinmori in Appendix B) 

 

The short sudden finale is finished on the long high center tone of kyemyŏnjo in 

the high register, and then the chingyemyŏnjo in a sad mood starts again in a 

slow tempo like chinyangjo.  

The chingyemyŏnjo section (Fig. 58) is the last part of the taegŭm sanjo 

and is played by a taegŭm player alone without changgo accompaniment. It is 
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freely played like ad libitum in the Western term. This closing section starts on 

the trembling voice with wide and slow vibrato, and the breaking voice and 

t�oesŏng (downward sliding tone) are very slow in a sad mood. The consecutive 

taru technique suggests a sad mood, though the center tone of the kyemyŏnjo in 

the cadence formula closes the music in peace. 

 

 

Figure 58. Ibid., 32 (the 64
th

 to 67
th

 sys. of chajinmori in Appendix B) 

 

This last unaccompanied short section (Fig. 58) is called mujangdan, and the 

mood calms down completely. It seems as if all the melodies previously played 

were scattered melodies or useless sound, and the climax doesn�t make any 

difference between the beginning and ending. Or perhaps the music sublimates 

the intolerable sadness or adversity of life.  
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 In the history of Korean music, the classical music was usually restrained 

in the expression of emotion. However sanjo music is derived from the people�s 

music, folk genres, and it freely expresses human emotion. Even though sanjo 

was developed at the beginning of the twentieth century, it conveys Korean 

history and life.   
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APPENDIX A 

Korean Musical Notation 

 

 

 

In Korean musical history, one of the most important inventions is the 

mensural notation, chŏngganpo (chŏnggan=square;-po=score), devised during 

the reign of King Sejong (1418-1450) and improved under his son Sejo (1450-

1458).48 There were already several kinds of notational systems in Korea, but 

they were somewhat imprecise, and as the oldest mensural notation in East Asia, 

chŏngganpo was able to indicate both pitch and rhythm conveniently. The score 

consists of columns (haeng) of six, twelve, sixteen, or twenty squares 

(chŏnggan), depending on the meter of the music. These chŏnggan are 

organized into groups of two or three called kang (principle). For instance, one 

haeng of 16 chŏnggan may be divided into 6 kang, comprising 3+2+3+3+2+3 

chŏnggan.49  

 

                                                 
48 Keith Pratt, Korean Music: Its History and Its Performance, (Seoul: Jungeumsa, 1987), 62 
49 The National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts, A Study of Musical Instruments in Korean     

    Traditional Music, 93 
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Figure 59. Column (haeng) and squares (chŏnggan) of chŏngganpo  

     A Study of Musical Instruments in Korean traditional music, 93 

 

Figure 60 presents how to read more than one note within a square. 

                                

                                                        Duple System (2 notes for 1 beat) 
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 Triple System (3 notes for 1 beat) 

 
Figure 60. Transcription of rhythms in chŏngganpo into Western notation 

       Chŏnpuk Torip Kugagwŏn, Taegŭm Kyobon, 67, 68 
 
 
 

Chŏngganpo uses Chinese characters to indicate the twelve pitches in the 

octave, and the twelve characters are taken from the Chinese names of the  

twelve pitches with Korean pronunciations. An empty square indicates sustaining 

the previous note.  
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 黄黄 

 黄 --- 

                       

 黄黄 

   --- 

                   

   黄 

   太 

   黄 

                               

Figure 62. Transcription of notes in a square into Western notation 

       Kugnip Kugagwŏn, The Music Theory for Music Teachers, 38  
 

Chŏngganpo is read from the top to bottom, and right to left in the columns. 

Further marks for ornaments are added next to the notes, and the marks for 

accompanying beats (rhythmic cycle) are written to the right of the first column. 

Even though the tempo is not indicated in the score, the marked changdan 

(rhythmic cycle) implies the tempo of the music. The taegŭm-sanjo score by the 

chŏngganpo shown in appendix b starts to be read from the last page, 131.   
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APPENDIX C 

Glossary 

 

ajaeng ( 쟁):     a seven-stringed bowed instrument 

Akchi ( 지):     a chapter ( the method of music) of Samguk sagi 

Akhakkwebŏm ( 학궤범):     the Korean musical treatise written in 1493 

aniri ( 니리):     dialogue or narration 

chajinmori (자진모리):    the fastest rhythmic pattern in sanjo 

changdan (장단):     a constantly repeating rhythmic cycle 

changgo (장고):     an hourglass-shaped drum 

changjŏk (장 ):    a type of Korean horizontal flute 

changso (장 ) so ( ) or paeso ( ):     a type of Korean vertical flute 

ch’apyŏn (채편):     the right-hand side of the hourglass-shaped drum 

chigong (지공):     finger holes of a wind instrument 
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ch’ilsŏnggong (칠성공):     tuning holes on the taegŭm 

ching (징):     a large gong 

chinyangjo (진양조):      the slowest rhythmic pattern in sanjo 

cho (조) or jo (조):     mode 

 

chŏ ( ), chŏk ( ) or chŏttae (젓대):     an old type of Korean transverse     

         flute 
 

chŏch’wi ( 취):     the low register in music 

Chŏllado (전라도):     the Southwestern part of Korea 

chŏngak taegŭm (정 대금):     a taegŭm for Korean classical music 

chŏnggan (정간):     square 

Chŏngganpo (정간보):     the most representative Korean traditional musical  

        notation 
 

ch’ŏnggong (청공):     the membrane hole of a taegŭm 

ch’ŏng karige (청가리개):    a metal plate to cover the membrane hole of the  

            taegŭm 
 

Chosŏn (조선):     a period of Korean history (1393-1910) 

 

ch’uigu (취구):     a blowing hole of a wind instrument 

ch’uimsae (추임새):     short verbal exclamation in performance 
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chunggŭm (중금):     the middle-sized Korean transverse flute 

chunggungmori (중중모리): the rhythmic pattern in the third movement of  

            sanjo 
 

chungmori (중모리):     the rhythmic pattern in the second movement of  

    sanjo  
     

ch’usŏng (추성):     a technique for an upward sliding tone 

di-zi (디지):     a type of Chinese transverse flute family 

haegŭm (해금):     a two-stringed fiddle 

haeng (행):     column 

hoengch’wi (횡취) or hoengchŏk (횡 ):     the prototype of the taegŭm 

hwangjuk (황죽):     a yellow bamboo 

hyangak (향 ):     native Korean music 

igongdongŭm (이공동음):     a technique to produce the same pitch from two  

             different tones 
 

ing’ŏgŏri (잉어거리) or ŏtpuch’im (엇붙임):     one of the dance changdan      

kang (강):     an unit of chŏnggan 

kangsanje (강산제): one of the p’ansori styles     

kayagŭm (가야금):     a twelve-stringed plucked zither 
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kkŏngnŭn araetch’ŏng (꺽는 랫청):     the low note of a breaking tone 

kkŏngnŭn ch’ŏng (꺽는 청):     a breaking tone 

kkŏngnŭn witch’ŏng (꺽는 윗청):     the high note of a breaking tone 

Koguryŏ (고구려):     one of the “Three Kingdoms” (37 B.C.-668 A.D.) 

kŏmun’go (거문고):     a six-stringed zither 

Koryŏ (고려):     a period in Korean history (918-1392) 

kugak ( ):     national (Korean) traditional music (includes folk music) 

kutgŏri (굿거리):     a shaman song or a tune performed during exorcism 

kyemyŏnjo (계면조):     a mode in minor character 

Kyŏngdŭrŭm (경드름):    one of the p’ansori melodies 

kyŏnggi minyo (경기민요):     Korean folk song from the central region  

 

manp’ashikchŏk (만파 ) or manmanp’ashikchŏk (만만파 ):    a legend of  

           the taegŭm 
 

menarijo (메나리조):     a style of cho 

minyo (민요):     Korean folk song 

mujangdan (무장단):     unaccompanied section        
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namdo minyo (남도민요):     Korean folk song from the southwestern  

                                             provinces 
 

nongak (농 ):     farmer’s band  

nonghyŏn (농현):     vibrating technique 

ogwanch’ŏng (오관청):     cover five finger holes in playing the taegŭm 

ogwanpanch’ŏng (오관반청):     cover five and half holes in playing the  

        taegŭm 
 

ohyŏn (오현) or ohyŏn pip’a (오현비파):     a five-stringed lute 

ohyŏn’gŭm (오현금) or ohyŏn akki (오현 기):     a five-stringed zither           

Paekche ( 제):     one of the “Three Kingdoms” (182 B.C.-660 A.D.) 

pallim (발림):    dramatic action in p’ansori 

p’ansori (판 리):     operatic narrative solo song 

p’iri (피리) or p’illyul (필률):     a double-reed pipe 

ponch’ŏng (본청):     a center tone in a mode 

puk ( ):     a barrel drum 

pukp’yŏn ( 편):     the left-hand side of the hourglass-shaped drum 

p’ungmul (풍물):     farmer’s percussion band 
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p’yŏnch’wi (평취):     the medium register in music 

pyŏngjo (평조):     a mode in a major character 

ryu (류):     a school of playing attributed to a master and his students 

saenghwang (생황):     a mouth organ 

sagwanch’ŏng (사관청):     cover four finger holes in playing the taegŭm 

Samguk sagi (삼 사기):     Chronicles of the Three Kingdoms (1145) 

Samguk yusa (삼 사):     Story of the Three Kingdoms (1281-1283) 

samhyŏn (삼현):     three Korean representative stringed instruments 

samjuk (삼죽):     three Korean bamboo flutes; taegŭm, chunggŭm, and  

      sogŭm 
 

samulnori (사물놀이):     percussion quartet 

sanjo (산조):     a musical genre for a solo instrument  

sanjo taegŭm (산조대금):     taegŭm for sanjo music 

shigimsae ( 김새):     various ornamental techniques 

Shilla (신라):     one of the “Three Kingdoms” (57 B.C. -668) 

shinawi ( 나위):     Improvisational instrumental music accompanying  

           shaman rituals 
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shinawidŏnŭm sano ( 나위더늠):     a type of sanjo influenced by the style of  

     shinawi 
 

sogak ( ):    a chapter (ethnic music) of Koryŏsa (a history of the Koryŏ  

             period) 
 

sŏdo minyo (서도민요):     folk song from the northwest of the peninsula 

sogŭm ( 금):     the smallest Korean transverse flute 

sŏllŏngje (설렁제): one of p’ansori styles 

sori ( 리):     song or singing 

soridŏnŭm sanjo ( 리더늠산조):     a type of sanjo influenced by the style of  

              p’ansori 
 

ssanggoljuk (쌍골죽):     double-boned bamoo      

taegŭm (대금):     the largest Korean transverse flute 

Taegŭm sanjo (대금산조):      sanjo music for taegŭm 

tanso (단 ):     a Korean vertical bamboo flute 

tasŭrŭm (다스름):     a short prelude before playing the sanjo 

t’oesŏng (퇴성):     a technique for a downward sliding tone 

tongbu minyo (동 민요):     folk song from the eastern provinces 
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ukyemyŏnjo (우계면조):     the ujo mood in kyemyŏnjo  

ujo (우조):     a mode in a major character 

wanjagŏri (완자거리):     one of the dance changdan with complex rhythms 

yŏkch’wi (역취):     the high register in music 

yukkwanch’ŏng ( 관청):     cover six finger holes in playing the taegŭm      
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